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Mike’s Background

1. 50 years in litho printing

2. Started in Sublimation in 1994 (25+ yrs)

3. First sub inkjet 1999

4. Setup sublimation in 7 virgin litho plants

5. Manage sub color both litho & digital

6. Tech Support for 3rd party Ink/Paper Co.

7. Sublimation dispute resolution

8. SCM Sublimation Color Management

9. Own and operate sub transfer business

10. Branch out into UV, Ecosol Color 

Management



What we’ll cover in this session

▪ “What is Sublimation Printing”

▪Step by step Color Management process

▪Process Control for the sub processes (If possible)

▪Different “Gotchas” that are sublimation specific
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-Sublimation using Transfer Paper-
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Detailed look at the color management 
process – Step by Step

▪ 1st  Evaluate the customer’s needs and capabilities.

▪ 2nd  Verify the heat press is transferring within specs.

▪ 3rd Make sure printer is printing well enough to calibrate and profile.

▪ 4th Get an Idea of where you want the ink limits

▪ 5th Calibrate (linearize) using either G7 or TVI if G7 is not available

▪ 6th Profile machine, inks, media and final substrate.

▪ 7th Print sample files and verify process if required.

▪ 8th Educate customer about Color Management and instruct in proper 
color workflow through out his plant.



Sub Dye Transfer Characteristics
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Transfer Time in Seconds

425º---- 100% Poly Digital
400º---- 100% Poly Digital

400º Color
Density

425º Color
Density

Transfer to 100% interlock Poly

Note the ramp up curve.  You 
don’t want to transfer anywhere 
close to the curve.  

For this particular polyester you 
would want to transfer at:
For 400 it would be around 31 secs
For 425 it would be around 21 secs



Sub Dye Transfer Characteristics
Open cell sponge rubber 
/100% interlock Poly

Note the ramp up curve for both 
temperatures. 

For 400 it would be around 25 secs
For 360 it would be around 45 secs

Note density fade for400 at longer 
dwell times.  

!!! Due to retained heat in the rubber
the sublimation can still be transferring 
until the transfer sheet is separated 
from the rubber  So the times can be 
understated as much a 8 seconds. !!!
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Many Different Transfer Presses

• Mug Press              Clam Shell Press               Pneumatic Press                                                 Rotary Press

• Specialty Presses (Mug, Hat, snowboard, cell cases, vacuum) 
• Small Clam shell flatbed
• Larger pneumatic flatbed
• Rotary cylinder presses



Many Different Transfer Presses

Pneumatic Flatbed Heat Press                                   Rotary Heat Press

Let concentrate on:
• Medium to large size Flatbed Presses
• Medium to Large size Rotary Presses



Transfer Press Issues – Flatbed Presses

Figuring out dwell time on a 
flatbed press

Flatbed presses will have a timer which are 
usually very accurate.

Some pneumatic machines can vary on 
both ends of the cycle so you will need to 
account for those time differences.



Flat Bed Press Temp verification

▪ Is the indicated flatbed heat press temperature correct?

Radiative Measurement Conductive Measurement Conductive Measurement



Verifying Temp for Both Flat Bed & Rotary

▪ Mike’s Sub Hack !!!!  For finding accurate flatbed heat press temperature.

Radiative Measurement                         High Temperature Black 



Flat Bed Heat Press Pressure Eveness

▪ Is the pressure even & correct?

▪ Is the pressure at point of transfer correct?

▪Using pressure gauges to test evenness??



Mike’s hack for checking for pressure 
and temperature evenness

▪ Mike’s Sub HACK !!!!   Gives you overall idea of heat press environment

Good                                                Problematic

Burn Blank Transfer Paper 
same size as the heat platen.

Or print a solid screen then 
burn on fabric and measure 
delta across material.



Typical Flat Bed Heat Press
Components



Transfer Press Issues – Rotary Presses



Transfer Press Issues – Rotary Presses

Figuring out dwell time on a rotary press

Rotary Heat presses have no timer.

You will need to time how long the transfer time is by timing travel time 
from the infeed pinch point (nip) to output pinch point (nip).

The infeed nip is where the nomex belt first contacts the cylinder..  The 
output nip is where the belt breaks contact from the cylinder.



Rotary Heat – Dwell Time



Rotary Press Temperature Verification

▪ Is the indicated temperature correct?

Radiative Measurement Conductive Measurement                        Conductive Measurement 



Rotary Heat Press to verify Temp

▪ Mike’s Sub Hack !!!!  For finding accurate Rotary heat press temp.

Radiative Measurement                         High Temperature Black 



Rotary Heat Press Pressure

▪ Is the pressure even & correct?



Rotary Heat Press Variables to check

▪ Mike’s Sub HACK !!!!   Gives you overall idea of heat press environment

Good                                                Problematic

If you cut some transfer paper 
off the roll with no printing on 
it and burn it on the heat 
press you can get an idea of 
the status of the heat press



Sublimation Transfer Paper issues

▪Generally, Sublimation paper is cellulose based.

▪Common weights of Sublimation Paper from 38 - 120 gsm.

▪Properties of sublimation paper.  (Ask me later for XLS file)

▪Humidity effects of sublimation paper.



Sublimation Transfer Paper issues

1. RH has many effects in the print room
2. Different parts of the country have very 

different RH.  
Baton Rouge Average = 80%
Las Vegas average = 25%

3. RH differences even with a day.
4. Sublimation paper has it’s own RH



Print Room RH issues

1. Use RH sensor or gauge.   (This is a must)
2. Use Humidifier and or de-humidifier to 

control print room RH.  
3. Preferably to use a humidistat to control RH 

around the clock automatically.

Relative Humidity control in the printer room



Sub Transfer Paper RH

1. Sublimation transfer paper has RH
2. Sub paper RH is built in by the Manufacturer.
3. You can change the sub paper’s RH by (over 

time) acclimatizing the sub paper
4. How to determine the sub paper’s RH
5. The manufacture can tailor the paper’s RH to 

the end users geographical average RH.



Troubleshoot RH issues - Ambient & 
Sub Paper RH

Ambient RH is greater than 
sub paper.  Paper absorbs 
moisture and distorts.  
Wave along leading edge.

Ambient RH is less than
Sub paper.  Paper releases 
moisture (Dries out) and 
corners (edges) curls up.

Mike’s Sub Hack !!!!

If the ambient RH and the sub 
paper RH are close then the paper 
should be relatively flat.  If there 
is a substantial differential in RH, 
then the paper can distort 
typically as shown  >>>>>>>>



Sub Calibration (Nozzle Check)

▪Print a nozzle check on the machine and look for clogged 
jets and run cleaning cycle if necessary.  If all the jets wont 
stay clean then proceed if no more than ½% or 1% of the 
jets are clogged for any given channel.

▪Make sure you can see the yellow.  Many people ignore 
the yellow as it’s so hard to see but make sure it is printing 
correctly.



Sub Calibration (Nozzle Check)

Illuminate the nozzle check print with a blue light or a uv light.  
This will make the yellow more visible as illustrated above.  



Determine DPI and number of passes

1.Depending on the goals of the operations manager and the 

proficiency of employees you will determine printing 

parameters.



Sub Calibration (Ink Limits Overview)

1. Investigate the Rip’s options (or Widgets) for creating the ink 

limits.

2.For single channel limits be sure to take into account the 

strength of the dyes.   Generally, the magenta (Red 60) is the 

weakest so up that over the others.



Sub Calibration (Ink Limits Overview)

Typical Limits

(Wasatch rip 8.0)



Sub Calibration (Ink Limits Overview)

1.Choose your single channel ink limits then print out the 

overprint tests if possible.  You will want to see if you can get 

good results at the TAC that you will use in your profile.  



Sub calibration ink limits
Other areas to look at (paper)

1.Can the sub transfer paper handle the ink load, 

A .  Are the reverses staying open

B.  Is the transfer paper stable enough (not waving to much)

C.  Does the ink bleed though???  (Coating breaking down)

D.  Is the paper dry before the take up reel? (Heaters/Fans)

E.  There are other factors we can’t cover now.  (ASK ME 

LATER)



Sub calibration ink limits
Other areas - (spiders & curves)

1.Check the primary color spiders

2.Check the curves (Not dumping extra ink)

3.Print out an overprint chart if possible.  (For profile TAC later 

on)



Sub Calibration Ink Limits
Other Areas to look at

1. Spiders comparison Gracol and Sub.  Note the hooks:



Sub Calibration (Linearization)

▪ To G7 or not to G7 that is the question………….

This is my opinion and other experts can disagree.

▪ If the rip will accept cgats import, then I will go at least one 

round of G7 curves using Chromix’s Curve4. For critical 

installations you might go up to 3 rounds.  

If the rip will not import linearization curves  then you are forced 

to use the rip’s default linearization TVI curves.



Sub Calibration (Linearization)

▪For sublimation on fabric the TVI can be massive.

▪ For example, typical (Conventional Printing) TVI can be from 0 to 40% or 

so.  For sublimation the TVI can be up to 1000% or higher in the highlights.

To accommodate such large TVI either Curve4 or the rip linearization 

software must work very hard and there are some irregularities that often 

sneak through.  (For more detailed info (ASK ME LATER)).



Sub & Ecosol Correction Curve 
(Linearization)

Ecosol linearization curve Sublimation linearization curve



Note the difference in appearance from the press sheet to the transferred material……



Sub & Ecosol Calibration (Linearization)

Ecosol Sublimation
Linearization usually no more than 40% Linearization up to 1000% (as highlighted here)



Sublimation Less ink & More ink
Correction Curve (Linearization)

Sub correction curve (Less ink) (500% TVI at 10%                               Sub correction curve (More ink) (1000% TVI at 10%)



Sublimation Less ink & More ink
Correction Curve (Linearization)

Sub correction curve (Less ink) (500% TVI at 10%          Sub correction curve (More ink) (1000% TVI at 10%)



Sub Profiling (Gotchas) (Lions vrs Kitties)

Transferring Patch issues.
1.   Patch distortion reading by both (i1 pro3+   vrs Barbieri)
2.   Larger Spectro Apertures.  
3.   Shrink, stretch and distortions.  
4.   Compensating for distortions. (printing at different % and alignment   

for scanning.)



4. Translucent Fabrics (Backing)
5. Which profiling targets patch set to use.

G7 ----- Use 1617 It8 7.5 as it is setup for G7
For standard linearization use a custom Patch set or 1617 IT8 7.5.

TC1617x (IT8.7/5)

Sub Profiling (Gotchas) (Lions vrs Kitties)



Sub Profiling – Typical Settings



Sub Profiling –
Typical Settings

▪ Typical color 

workflow chart 

(Wasatch 8.0)



Verification
Print/transfer a robust test file

IE.  In this file look for:
1. Midtone to shadow 

transition in flesh tones.
2. PMS matching cymk PMS  & 

tagged Lab PMS colors.
3. Gray Ramp (Graduated)
4. Gray Ramp (Stepped)  
5. Inspect photos ¾ tones and 

shadow detail. 
6. Make sure Rip is not 

faulting on PDF processing.



Verification
Print, transfer, measure and verify 
a P2P  strip for verifying G7  or an 
IT8 7.5 for other standards.



Educating the Client

Explain color 
workflow in 
their plant.  

Show them 
graphically 
how having a 
smaller gamut 
workflow  will  
reduce the 
color printed 
(As illustrated)

sRBG & Ecosol



Educating the client

Adobe1998 & 
Ecosol
(Customer’s 
Profile)



Education for Client

ProPhoto & 
Ecosol in this 
case for 
example. 



Questions ?

Thank you for 
attending!

Click to edit Master subtitle style


